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CENTRIFY DIRECTCONTROL

Centrally secure heterogeneous systems and applications through
Active Directory-based authentication and access control
Centrify DirectControl centrally secures
heterogeneous systems and applications
by enabling Active Directory-based
authentication and single sign-on as well
as delivering cross-platform access control
and Group Policy. With DirectControl,
organizations have a cost-effective way to
enable identity consolidation and manage
their UNIX, Linux and Mac systems, and
the applications running on them, using
the same tools and processes currently
deployed for their Windows systems.
DirectControl is a non-intrusive and easy
to deploy solution that lets organizations
strengthen security, enhance regulatory

compliance initiatives, reduce IT expense
and complexity, and improve end-user
productivity across their distributed crossplatform environment.
More than 3,000 enterprise customers
have chosen Centrify DirectControl to
address regulatory compliance, strengthen
security, and enhance IT efficiency.
Centrify DirectControl is part of the
Centrify Suite 2011, a integrated set of
solutions that also include privileged
identity management, user-level auditing,
server isolation and encryption of data-inmotion.

BEFORE CENTRIFY
One User. Many Accounts. Many Identity Stores.
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One User. Four Accounts.

The Problems
• Security. Many identity stores are not
secure. Inconsistent deprovisioning poses
major security risks of unauthorized access
from orphan accounts.
• Compliance. No central, standard
method for access control. Inability to
report on user access to key systems.
• Efficiency. Admins manage too many
systems with different tools. Long wait
for provisioning. High volume of
password resets drains resources.
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AFTER CENTRIFY
One User. One Account. One Directory.
Centrify’s Solution
• Cross-Platform Security. Eliminates
unsecured identity stores and orphan
accounts. Enables you to immediately
disable a user’s access to all systems
from a single point of administration.
• Built for Compliance. Unique Zone
feature enables granular “need to
know” access control. Built-in reports
verify who has access to what.
• Enhanced Efficiency. Fewer identity
stores, point tools and processes to
manage. Reduced volume of
password resets frees resources.
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
Move to a central directory with a
single point of administration.
By centralizing account management and
security policy in Active Directory, organizations can improve IT efficiency and
move toward a more secure, connected
infrastructure for their heterogeneous
environment. They can eliminate redundant identity stores, provide administrators and end-users with a single sign-on
account, standardize on a single set of
tools and processes, and enforce enterprisewide security policies.
Use DirectControl Zones to provide
secure, granular access control.
Centrify's unique Zone technology
delivers the granular access control that
real-world enterprises need to securely
manage their heterogeneous environments. Any logical collection of UNIX,
Linux or Mac systems can be segregated
within Active Directory as a DirectControl
Zone. Each Zone can have a unique set of
users, a unique set of administrators-running on Apache and J2EE servers at a
fraction of the cost of older point
solutions. For intranets, DirectControl
enables web SSO via Kerberos/LDAP. For
extranets, DirectControl leverages Microsoft ADFS to provide federated identity
management.
Simplify compliance with regulatory
requirements, and enhance auditing
DirectControl simplifies compliance
reporting by providing a single point of
administration for access control and
security policy. Our Zone technology
enables granular access control, and
out-of-the-box reports verify who has
access to what. When combined with our
DirectAudit, you have an integrated
solution for access control and
accountability.
Deploy quickly without intrusive
changes to existing infrastructure.
DirectControl’s support for open
standards and its unified architecture
make it far easier to deploy than any
other Active Directory-based solution.
Certified for Windows 2003/08 Server,
DirectControl does not require proprietary schema changes in order to store
UNIX identity data or to enable advanced
features.

Why Customers Choose DirectControl
Here’s why more than 3,000 customers say that DirectControl is the
only solution that met their requirements
More Cost-Effective
DirectControl integrates heterogeneous
systems and applications into a secure,
connected computing environment with
Microsoft Active Directory at its center.
You can leverage that investment in
Active Directory to manage more of your
enterprise and remove silos of identity,
thereby making identity management not
only simpler but more cost-effective.
More Secure
Centrify’s unique Zone technology leverages the power of Active Directory’s
access control mechanisms to provide
advanced, granular access control within
your mixed environment. For most
customers, Zone-based access control is
the “must have” feature that enables
them to meet Sarbanes-Oxley, PCI and
other security regulations.

Easier to Deploy and Manage
DirectControl’s all-in-one Agent provides
all Active Directory authentication, access
control and Group Policy services. The
result: a unified installation, licensing and
configuration scheme that makes DirectControl by far the easiest to deploy and
manage.
Non-Intrusive
DirectControl does not require any
changes to the Active Directory schema to
store UNIX identity data or to enable
advanced features.
Industry-Leading Platform Support
DirectControl delivers a single solution for
280+ OS versions, plus popular Java/web
apps and databases. Centrify is also
unique in providing extensive support for
Centrify-enabled open source tools.

How Centrify DirectControl Works
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Windows

Linux, UNIX & Mac Systems
• Apple Mac OS X
• CentOS Linux
• Citrix XenServer
• Debian Linux
• Hewlett Packard HP-UX
• IBM AIX
• Linux on IBM System z
• Mandriva Linux One
• Novell SUSE Linux
• OpenSUSE Linux
• Oracle Enterprise Linux
• Oracle OpenSolaris
• Oracle Solaris
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux
• Red Hat Fedora
• Red Hat Linux
• Scientific Linux
• Silicon Graphics IRIX
• Ubuntu Linux
• VMware ESX Server
SAP, Web Apps & Databases
• Apache HTTP Server
• Apache Tomcat
• IBM DB2
• IBM Informix
• IBM WebSphere
• JBoss AS
• Oracle Database 10g
• Oracle WebLogic
• SAP
64-bit support is available on all major platforms.
For a detailed list of supported platform versions:
www.centrify.com/platforms
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UNIX

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS

About Centrify
Mac OS X

Centrify is the leading provider of security
and compliance solutions that centrally
control, secure and audit cross-platform
systems and applications using Active
Directory.
To contact us at:
PHONE:
EMEA:
EMAIL:
WEB:
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Windows-Based
Administrator Console;
ADUC Extensions

2
Web-Based Administrator
Console

DirectControl Agent
Install the DirectControl Agent on a
UNIX, Linux or Mac system. As a member
of the Active Directory domain, it can be
managed like a Windows computer.
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UNIX-Based Command-Line
Interface

DirectManage Tools
Use your tool of choice – Windows GUI,
web-based, or UNIX command line – to
manage Active Directory users’ access to
those systems and apps running on them.
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+1 (408) 542-7500
+44 (0) 1344 317950
info@centrify.com
www.centrify.com

To get started, try our free version:
www.centrify.com/express
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